DC-780 G. INSPECTION PORT DETAIL

INSTRUCTION PORT INSTALLATION
Components for a solid lid used to order all necessary
The parts # 2712401814 can be

DC-780 CHAMBER
6. (150 mm) SOLAS PIPE

GRAITE: 1299466
SOLD COVER: 1299465
PART # 2712401814
COVER GRATE OR GRAITE
DRAIN BODY W/SOLID HINGED
12.(300 mm) NEROPLAST INLNE
FOR UARPED APPLICATIONS
CONCRETE COLLAR NOT REQUIRED
18. (450 mm) MIN WIDTH

ON CORRUGATION CREST
INSLATE TO BE CENTERED
PART # 6726987818
6` (150 mm) INSULATA

FLEXSTORM CATCH IT

8` (200 mm) MIN THICKNESS
CONCRETE SLAB
PAVEMENT
CONCRETE COLLAR